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The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 
of America for governmental purposes Without the pay 
ment of »any royalties thereon or therefor. 

This invention relates to the dissipation of vibratory 
energy and t-he transducer therefor, and particularly 
for use with and in vehicles such as missiles and other 
space vehicles. 

In the journal “Missiles `and Rockets” for September 
14, 1958, on page 7, `there occurs a statement that sci 
entists have found that silent, high frequency sounds 
given olf by large rocket space vehicle boosters may in 
jure the health of launching crews, that since sounds 
have been found to cause stomach ulcers and reproduc 
tive disorders in animals, efforts were being made to 
avoid this danger to the health of Ithe launching crews 
by the use of effective mufflers for the big rockets. 
An object of this invention is to provide a simple, 

practical and relatively inexpensive broad band trans 
ducer for effectively dissipating the vibratory energy nor 
mally given off by the space vehicles and their boosters, 
in a manner that will avoid any danger to the health of 
the launching crews, which will not materially interfere 
with the usual handling and launching of such vehicles, 
and which may be employed to reduce the effect of 
high frequency vibrations in other objects where such 
vibrations are troublesome. 

Other objects and advantages will be apparent from 
the following description of one example of the inven 
tion, Iand the novel `features will be particularly pointed 
out hereinafter in connection with the appended claims. 

In the accompanying drawing: 
FIG. l is a perspective view of an element o-f electro 

strictive material that may be used in connection with 
this invention; and 

FIG. 2 is an elevation, in section, on a larger scale, 
with a schematic circuit, illustrating one example of the 
invention. v 

In the illustrated embodiment of the invention, yan 
electrostrictive or piezoelectric transducer 1 is attached, 
in ‘any suitable manner, to `a wall 2 of a space vehicle 
or its booster, so that vibrations of the wall acting on 
the transducer will be converted in the transducer into 
electric energy in the form of electric currents. These 
created electric currents are passed through a utiliza 
tion circuit 3 Where the electric energy is dissipated. 
The transducer 1 is formed of a body 4 of any suitable 
electrostrictíve or piezoelectric material such as, for ex 
ample, of quartz crystals, Rochelle salt crystals, am 
monium dihydrogen phosphate crystals, and certain ce 
ramic materials such las barium titanate, lead titanate 
lead zirconate, barium titanate with a small amo-unt of 
lead titanate or calcium titanate, and tourmaline. Any 
electrostri‘ctive material may :be used. This body 4 is 
preferably of wedge shape with opposite, diverging faces 
5 and 6 that carry electroded layers or coatings 7 and ß. 
These coatings may be provided in any suitable manner, 
one of which is by condensing vaporized metals such 
as gold or silver upon the divergent faces of the body, 
or by painting «the divergent faces of the body with a 
silver paint and baking it. The electroded layers are 
usually applied after the body has been fired. Other 
methods of providing the electrode surfaces are by evap 
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orating, electroplating, or electrodepositing the metal on 
the opposite divergent faces. Barium titanate is gaining 
wide use as an electrostrictive material, because i-t mani 
fests large electrostrictive effects when its molecular 
electric dipoles are oriented by means of a polarizing 
voltage, and because it has a high dielectric constant 
and relatively low impedance, resistance to moisture, 
ruggedness, ability to operate over wide temperature 
ranges, is of low relative cost per unit surface area, 
and can be easily produced in `a great variety of sizes 
and shapes. The body 4 with its electroded layers or 
surfaces is polarized in a direction between the layers. 
One of the divergent, electroded faces, such as 6, of 

the body 4 is caused to abut, face to face and flat against 
a metal plate 9, such as of brass or copper, for example, 
which is secured in any suitable manner to the wall 2 
of the vehicle or its booster that vibrates. The platel 9 
may be secured to wall 2 by screws 10, and preferably 
also by a layer 11 of adhesive or cement interposed be 
tween the pla-te 9 and wall 2. The cement layer 11 
provides a very secure contact between the abutting 
surfaces of plate 9 and wall 2. If there are air bubbles 
or air layers between the plates 9 and wall 2, it interferes 
with the response of the transducer to the vibrations in 
wall 2, and the cement eliminates the possibility of hav 
ing such interposed air bubbles ‘or air layers between 
plate 9 and wall 2. 

Another metal plate 12 such as of brass or copper, 
for example, is disposed face to face and fiat against the 
electroded surface or layer 7 of the other divergent 
face 5 of body 4, and bodies 13 and 14 of «a suitable in 
sulating cement are disposed at the larger 4and smaller 
ends of the -body y4 and connect :the plates 9 and 12. 
These cement bodies unite the plates 9 and 12 against 
separation and in confining rel-ation to the electrostric 
tive body 4, so that the plates 9 and 12 and body 4 with 
its electroded layers 7 and 8 form a unit acting as the 
transducer 1. Any suitable insulating cement may be 
used for the cement bodies 13 and 14 but the well-known 
epoxy and arylic types of cements are useful for the 
cement bodies 13 and 14 and for the cement layer 11. 

Circuit wires 15 4and 16 are electrically connected to 
plates 9 and 12., respectively. Wire 15 includes in series 
therein a control switch 17 and a variable resistor 18, 
and one or more instruments or electrical devices 19, 
2t) and 21 may be connected in parallel or series with 
wires 15 and 16 to complete the utilization circuit 3. 
The utilization circuit is carried by one of the plates 9 
and 19 or by the wall 2. When the missile or vehicle, 
or its booster, having wall 2 is launched, the wall 2 will 
vibrate at a very high frequency or emit ultrasounds, 
and «such vibrations will be |applied to the transducer 1 
carried thereby. The vibrations applied to the trans 
ducer will create electric currents in the transducer, and 
such currents will vbe passed through the utilization cir 
cuit where the energy of such currents will be used up 
to advantage or dissipated. The devices 19, 20 and 21 
may be instruments or devices used in connection with 
the flight of the missile `or vehicle and receive their op~ 
erating current from the transducer, or the devices 19, 
20 and 21 may be `any devices to receive the currents 
from the transducer and dissipate the electric energy. 
The transducer body 4 may have opposite parallel, 

electroded faces, but since the ultrasound or high fre 
quency vibrations produced by the missile or vehicle 
or its booster may cover a broad spectrum or band of 
frequencies, the wedge-shaped body 4 `appears to be 
preferable, and responsive to the broadest possible band 
of frequencies of the vibrations, since each area of a 
different thickness of body 4 will respond best to a 
particular part of the frequency band, and together can 
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be highly responsiveto a broad frequency band.L The 
particular electrostrictive material selected »for the body 
4 will depend upon the temperature and other conditions 
of expected use. ` 

Barium titanate of uniform thickness responds to vi 
bration frequencies of more than one fundamental fre 
quency, but when in wedge shape its 
band of frequencies is excellent. y ' . 

Uutrasounds «and very high frequency vibrations do 
not propagater in the same way as audible sounds and 
vibrations, and do not go out in all directions as a cir 
cular wave. There are few absorbente for ultrasounds 
and vibrations in the same nature las for audible sounds. 
Most solids and liquids are good ktransmission media 
for ultrasounds and vibrations, Air and vacuum` are the 
best dampers for ultrasounds, but their use presents a, 
diñicult'muñiing problem which cannot easily be solved 
by the use of a blanketing material. ` . L 
The entire wall 2 does not have yto be lined with trans 

ducers to effectively drain off the ultrasounds and high 
frequency vibrations. If the transducer is attached to 
one part of the wall, the vibratory pressure from a much 
larger wall area will be concentrated on the face of 
the transducer ̀ which abuts the wall. f Once thevibra 
tions of ̀ an area of the wall are' concentrated on rone face 

. of the transducer, the mechanical forces so applied cause 
the production of a »current in the transducer ofthe same 
frequency as the vibrations, if both are of one funda 
mentaly frequency. While all of this vibration may not 
be converted into an electric current, none will leave 
the system ,as ultrasound, and some will be reflected 
back and forth between the transducer body and the plate 
faces 9 and ‘12, and so belost in attenuation in the ma* 
terial of the body 4. ~There will be some loss at each f ' 
interface of bonding materials and some conversion to 
heat. ` ' ` 

damping of ultrasounds and high frequency vibrations 
in missiles and their boosters, the basic principles so em 
ployed may be applied broadly to the damping of other 

response to a broad 

While this invention is primarily applicable to the 

4,. electrically insulating means securing said metal plates 
j in abutting relation to said opposite, divergent, electrod 
yed faces of said body, and utilization circuitmeans con~ 
nected to said plates in ̀ series therewith »for receiving 
the current created by any vibrations to which said body 
is subjected 'and dissipating its energy, whereby when 
one of said plates is attached to an yobject subject to 
vibration, rauch energy of said vibration over a broad 
frequency band in the objectwill'be converted by said 
body into electric energy and the latter dissipated in 
said utilization circuit. ,f ` 

2. A transducer device which comprises an electro 
i. strictive body of wedge shape with its broadest faces in 
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. cement isan epoxy cement. , ~ 

ultrasounds and very high frequency vibrations, where ~ 
other or usual methods of damping are inadequate. 

It will be understood that various changes in the de 
tails, materials, steps and arrangements of parts, which 
have been herein described and illustrated in order to 45 

explain the nature of the invention, may be made by ‘ 
those skilled in the art within thep'rinciple andscope ofk 
the invention, as expressed in the appended claims. 
kI claim: ` ` ~ ~ ` 

l. A transducer device sensitive to a wide band of 
vibrations for dissipating vibrations over a broad fre 

~ quency band of a vehicle to which it may be attached, 
which comprises an electrostrictive body of Wedge shape 
with its broadest faces in opposite divergent relation 
ship and having said faces electroded, a metal plate dis 
posed ñat against each electroded face of said body, 

50 

opposite divergent relationship and having said kfaces 
electroded, a rigid metal plate disposed ilat against each 
electroded face ofwsaid body and extending beyondfthe 
periphery of said body >forming an overlapping area, 
electrically insulating cement disposed between said 
metal plates ñlling the volume between saidoverlapping „ 
plate areas and securing said plates to said opposite, 
divergent electrodedfaces of said body, and utilization 
circuit means connected to said plates in series there 
with'for receiving the currentcreated by any vibrations 
to which said body is subjected and dissipating its energy, ` 
wherebywhcn one of said plates is attached to an object 
subject to vibration, much energy of said vibration over _ 
a broad frequency bandinfthe object will ber converted 

, by said body into electric 'energy and the latter dissipatek 
ed in said utilization circuit. 

3. ̀ The transducer according to claim 2, wherein said 

4.fThe transducer according to elaim`2, 
cement is arylic cement. ` . . . 
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